
GATES, ac-1J, )000 WATT BROAD CAST TRANsm7TTpn 

The Gates' BC-1J Broadcast transmitter is.a completely self- 
contained 1000 watt AM unit, designed for broadcast service within 
the frequency range of 1600 Kc to 540 Kc. 

IS-888-0382 001 Gates RadIoGin:Y 
June 27,,, 1955 Quincy Illinois - 
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MODULATION TRANSFORMER INSTRUCTIONS 

Please read these instructions before attempting to test 

the modulation transformer in this transmitter. 

The pli-)c'hIlpto-J7, this trr emitter 
may -hp, of p type which will 

in the primary windings. An ohmmeter check of the wind- 

ings may indicate that the transformer is defective 

whereas in reality, this is a normal readinc, and the 

modulation transformer is performing -normally.. 

in order to properly check this transformer outside of 

the transmitter circuit, merely apply 117 volts, 60 cycle 

an to the secondary winding Check the voltage on each 

half of the primary winding. If the transformer is oper- 

atilig laol-mP,Tily, then these ]-6itrl-g,es sh.auld be approxirlae1y 

equal. 

Gates Radio Company 
C'4uinc;y Illinois 
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ADDENDA SHEET 
BC-1J/BC-500K/BC-2501, BROADCAST TRP,NSMITTERS 

The stability of the crystals used to control the frequency of these 
- 

transmitters is affected greatly by the air-gap adjustment The air 
gap should be adjusted as follows 

"The screw should be turned counter-clockwise until the top electrode 
rests on the crystal causing it to stop oscillating. Then turn the 
screw clockwise approximately 1/8 of a turn which will make an air 
sap of aDoro,:lmately ,,003 of an inch and the rew slot will then 

2/13'57 Gates Radio Company 
Quinoy, Tilinois 
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24DDD :, SHEET 

TNST:aLTION INSTRUCTIONS FOR REMOTE CONTROL IN G."-TEO 

TRAESNITTERS BC-1J, OC-500K and BC-250I, 

M21_Rheostat 

Refer to drawing B-13417 RDC-10 Remote Equipment 

Refer to drawing B-13275 RCM-20 Remote Equipment 

TIie -Rio-(Bott Issembly can be norvenle:nfiv mounted on the oaLine - 

Lace, right front, near the fiament and plate contactors. 
Tapped 8-32 holes have been provided for machine screw mounting. 
Using Packard high voltage cable or equivalent, run the two 
rheostat leads upward through an available hole in the modulator 
deck to the modulation reactor. Disconnect from the Tno(9ulation 
reactor high voltage lead which runs from modulation reactor 
terminal "B" upward to the R.F. Amplifier Deck. Connect one 
of the rheostat leads to the end of the lead removed, and the 
other rheostat lead to modulation reactor terminal "B". Set 
the transmitter's existing plate rheostat to maximum voltage 
position (minimum resistance). 

Plate Voltage Extension Kit M-4719 

Refer to Remote Control Instruction Book - drawing C-19233 - 
Figure 1. 

Tapped 10-32 holes have been provided adjacent to the filter 
oom-1;_onents for machine screw mounting of the. M-4719 Kit. 
Packard cable or a high voltage equivalent connect the M-4719 
"T-IV" terminal to the remote rheostat terminal furthermost from 
the power supply. Do not connect to the rheostat terminal which 
goes to modulation reactor terminal "B". Connect M-4719 hit 
.terminal "G" to a good ground point within the transmitter. 

Plate CurrentExtension Kit M-74220 

Refer to Remote Control Instruction Book - drawing C-19233 - 
Figure 3 

Tapped 10-32 holes have been provided on the cabinet base for 
mounting the M-4720 Kit - right side of cabinet - near the front 
extremity of the cable entrance output. The 1-it is connected at 
the ground end of the P.A. cathode circuit. Remove the jumper 
that connects terminal §4 of P.A. overload relay, 05 to terminal. 
#4 of relay E4. Do not remove the lead connected from #4 of E4 
to ground, The "G" terminal of the two-terminal strip of kit 
1-4720 should be connected to a good ground point within the 
transmitter. Connect the other terminal to transmitter 
overload relay E5 terminal #4. 

1/12/56 Gates Radio Company 
(,',Luincy, Illinois 
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DDEND SHE-q2 

TTiNTION INSTLL_LTION ENGINEER 

The high voltage meter multiplier, R3, and its associated 
mouiitiii assembly have been removed for shipping. These 
parts are securely wrapped and placed in box and shipped 
with the Radio Frequency Deck. instaTlation of tbis 

be eailTi by 
informainn contained or ,J-rious-tags tied to the 

connecting wires. The multiplier mounting assembly bolts 
to the underside of the R.F. deck near the left edge as the 
deck is viewed from the rear. The approximate location 
has been stencilled with the nomenclature 

--- 

D.C. resistance measurements taken on the modulation 
transformer T6 , Gates Drawing 2H-10464E. 

Center tap to one side of prinary, approximately 35 obms. 

Center tap to other side, of primary, approimately 100 obms. 

Secondary winding approximately 168 ohms. 

Frequency Monitor Connection 

On some frequencies and with certain coax lengths the tuning 
of the first IPA plate coil may be effected, A suitable method 
is to use a small mica capacitor (.0001 or .0002 mfd.) in series 
with the TE3-6 terminal and the center (hot) conductors of the 
.coax. Normal first IPA tuning will result--w±th.ad-aquate-R.;Pc- 
available at the frequency monitor. 

July 14, 1955 Gates Radio Com-oany 
Quincy, Illinois 
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Er-1 "5 "-DC OOK/'BO25OL - 

Then 'pas hc.fl -1.(52J_P.(1.. to the Twin Drive Iuio Deck P small 
variable condense-r2 (061) lecate,1 on tthe top of the rthassis, 
the input audio tube, V9. This condenser is used as a rase 
corrector and is very useful for niimimizing high freouency 
distortion. 

Adjusting Procedure - 

The noise ana distortion can be brought down to minimum 
readings by following this pnocedune during test. Set the 
modulatcw bias crfintrls (R66 "367) so that 

i-reu; static, f_Jate 

B0-1S - 40 ma pen tubes 80 ma total. 
PL-500Y - 50 ma per tube, 60 ma total. 
Pn-25nL - 50 ma per tube, 60 ma total. 

Now with 50 cycle audio input check the distortion Adjust 
for minimum distortion by use of cathode balance co.Atrol R41. 
This control is on Deft frcrot corner of "Twin Dr:ive" audjo 
deck as transmitter is viewed from the back. 

At this point modulate the transmitter with "600 cycle audio 
input and check distortion. Adjust the small condenser (061) 
also located or the "Twin Drive" audio decl7 at the fnont rip'ht 
hand corner of the doclz, when tr.ansm5_tter is viewed from the 
rear, to a position which gives lowest distortion reading at 
this 7500 cycle audio input. 

Now go back to 1000 cycles, modulate the transmitter to correct 
levels and measure noise. Both noise and distortion readings 
taken under these test conditions should be satisfactony. 

September 29, 1955 Gates -Radio ColToary 
Quincy YUinois 
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SECTION 1 - ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

1, Power output, 1000 watts. The DC-1J can he operated at 100 watt 
output, if necessary, to overcome losses in transmission lines 
and/or phasing equipment, On special order this transmitter can 
be adapted for quick change to 500 watts output 

2,F-requency range - 1600 Kc to 540 Kc. 

30 Primary power - 230 To.Lus, two wire single phase, 50/60 cycles, 

, =1, - Transmitter draws from 3200 to 500 
upon percentage of modulation. 

PIrr,our,,ncy stabiltv - /5 cycles0 

o. Type of modulation - Class "B", high level, moduaPdAonitT 
100%Q 

7% Audio input impedance - 150/250/600 ohm.q. 

Audio input level (100% modulation) /10 DBM, ;2 DBM. 

90 Audio response - 30 to 10,000 cycles, /1-1/2 DB. 

100 Distortion - 3% or less, 50 Cycles to 7500 cycles measured at,-_902. 

modulation. 

11, Noise - Mtopp-61-1-DD-W-ow-:L00%-moul-qt-ion-6- 

Shift- 4% or less, '.)---100% Modulation. 

13Q Output impedance - To match .50/70 ohms at all frequencies, 54°- 
1600 }c / Coupling unit available for other 
impedances, 

140 Tubes Used - One 6AG'7 Oscillator 
One 6AG7, 1st PA. 
Two_r.--833,-kPowki Ampli 
Two 6146's, 2nd IPA 
Two 6SN7, 1st Audio and Phase -Inverters' 
Four 1622, Audio-Driver Tubes 
Two 833A, Modulator's 
Two 8008's, High Voltage Rectifiers 
Two 5R4GY, Intermediate Voltage Rectifier 
One 5R4GY, Low Voltage Rectifier 
One 5R4GY, Bias Rectifier 
One 6A0,5, Ciamper Tube 
One 052, Voltage Regulator 

14, All frequency determining components (except crystal and oven 
are included in the R.F. section of the transmitter. 

-1- BC-1j Xmtr, 
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SECTION T1 - MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION 

1. Overall dimension - 78" high, 42" wide and 30" deeps No space 
required for door swing, as rear door is of slip-on type. 

Floor space - 8.7 square feet. 

3. Weight unpacked - 816 pounds. 

43 For shipping, the RF deck and the Modulator deck have been removed 
along with.certain.other components such as modulation transol-mer, 
in.odulation reactor, power transformer and filter chokes. 

SECTION TIT - TNTALLATION 

This instruction book affords valuable information for persons who 
are installing operating the nates'BC-1J Transmitter. The 
following mentioned points should be studied so that the unpacking 
and setting up procedure will be well in mind when doing the actual 
work 

1. Check all packing lists for materials. 

2, Read this instruction book completely before attempting to 
set up the equipment,- 

3, Have the transmitter location clean 80 that the various nauta 
can be safely placed out of harms way when they are unpacked 

4, It is Preferable to have a mounting base, in place, upon which 
the transmitter can be set. This base can be made out of 2 x 4 
lumber, preferably painted black. See Gates Drawing A-10349, 
a part of this instruction book. This base should be lagged 
to the fD)or, and measures taken to make sure the top side of 
the frame is perfectly level. This will give a.-gOod solid, 
level base upon which the transmitter can set--; 

5. 11,3e' heavy primary wire from the switch, to the AC input 
terminals on the _transmitter_Numberour or six wire will 

6, Be sure the power company has installed large enough service 
for all of the equipment, lights, water pump, et-c., which 
will be in use at the transmitter site. 

Do a good job of installing-theThoUipment, Time spent- in 
making your installation as good electrically and Mechanicall: 
as possible will pay off in the future. You will have less 
loss of valuable air time if this idea is followed to the 
best of the installation engineers ability. 

Acquaint yourself with this equipment by studying this in 
sti:uction book and all of the schematics herein. 

_fa 

6,/27/5 BC-1J Xmtr. 
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ECTTON - BC-1,J TRfiNSHTTTER_DTi]TAILS 

For Snip, %II- been removed _Loom the tran- mituer. 

The Rajo Frenuency.D--c'k 

20 The Modulator Deck Taken off this deck has been the modula- 
tion transformer, T6, and modulation reactor, L21 

Main High Voltage Power Transformer, Tll, 

Input Swinging Choke, L22 4. 

c. All Tubes end Crystals 

Output Feedthru Insulator. 

, Time Delay Relays E7 and 1E8, 

The removed items have been seOrately boxed to help insure see (14.- livery of the transmitter, Be Sure to check the packing lists for 
any discrepancies. The various parts are all marked with their 
schematic symbol and replacemen within the cabinet should be easily 
accomplished by checking with tbe various photographs that are pr- 
vided as a part of this instrucion book. 

The output feedthru insulator that has been removed for packing, cap easily be replaced in the top of the cabinet. The coil L15 (MOdu- latioh monitor pickup) and the two parasitic suppressor assemblies have also been removed and packed in a carton secured to the R.F. Deck. Thp: 
copper tubing connection between coils L13 and L14 has been removeci 
and secured to the R.F. deck, 

' 

\ 

'The following information on th Gates BC-1J transmitter pertains, to the general construction and operation of the .unit. It is-highly de- 
sirable to study the transmitter\through its various sections in 
order to completely understand and comprehend its operation. 

is an_lndependent .tnit mounted on the Radio 
deck at the rear (right side as transmitter is viewed from the--e-al, 
This oscillator circuit is the s4calledgrid-plate and the oscillator' 
output circuit is electron coupled to the grid circuito This gives 
good isolation to the crystal and Illakes for very stable operation, The \output of the 6AG7 oscillator tube drives the grid of the first IPA 
stage, another 6AG7. This stage fa tuned. Provision is made for adding this Stage for low frequendy Operation, the condenser terminals 
i-re close to the second 6AG7 No padding is required from 1600 Kc to approximately 850 Kc" from this f!;'equency to 540 Kc a 270 mmfd, mica 
eondenser is used. This condenser is Thrnished as a part of the trans- -4tter and will be found in a bag -6ied to the ground connection on t_e oscillator unit, The oscillatr cathode current, the 6AW, Is IPA cathode current and the grid current to the parallel 6146's, are 
measured by the first three positions on the multi-meter switch, 
located on the front control panel. These positions are marked 

6/27/55 0 BC-1J Xmtr, 
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Osca pate¡ 1st _PA plate and 2nfq IPA grid, For typical rading 
cbtaihed in these cir(mits refer to Gates -0-0aw-i:ng A-)0859, thieh is 

a part of this instruction book. 

The crystal ovens operate on 6.3 volts AC. This voltage is supplied 
by a small step-down transformer, Tl. The crystal holders supplied 
are of the variable gap type. Be sure to -eead the directions supplied 
with each holder, Follow these directions to edust the air Fat whir- 

zoverns_the froueuy of operation. For very slight changes in fre- 
cuency, the variable condensers, C3 and C4, can be used. These con- 

a-,e in shunt with the c-,ystals and can vary the frPouencv 
epending funfaontai at 

1-ear of the (7)cu r unit is a variable control (R13 i which varies 
the screen voltage of the lst,IPA, 6AG7. This controls the output 
this stage For normal operation, the grid current to the parallel 
6146's Should be from 2 to 4-ma. This -rip:are can be obtained by ad- 
justment of screen control, R13, 

2--ovision has been made in the 1st IPA stage (6AG7) to supply voltage 
to operate any standard Frequency Monitor, such as the Gates? MO-28900 
This output voltage is available at terminal #6 on TB3i A ground is 
conveniently located at terminal By connecting a suitable length 
of Co-ax cable to these terminals and the Fr(Dclilency Moniior, The 
installatinn of the monitor is easily completed 

The oscillator unit is supplied with 550 volts from the Intermedi:it-o7 
Voltage Power Supply, located on the -Modulator Deck, This.supay 
uses a Pair of 5R4GY reo.ifieïs (V19 and V20), 

The secon,a-IPA:stage uses two 6146's operating in parallel, These 
tubes have approximately 550/600 volts applied to their plates-0 Full 
protection is afforded these tubes by use of-a-sene.=.c.lampe-z, tube, 
the 6Á0,5(V6). The cathode current of the two 6146's will run between 
150 and 200 ma, depending upon frequency and loading, This current 
-7is-indicated by the mult-i--meter, when the selector switch is set to 
"2nd IPA plate", The 6146 driver stage is tuned from the front panel - 

by control Knob designated "2nd IPA tune" This stage will tune with 
no padding from 1600 1c to approximately 800 Kc. From 800 Kc to 510K. 
-Padc:14-nt 
tun-ing condenser, C24. This padding condenser is suppliect-andard 
equipment on all transmitters, If the frequency of operation is such 
that 023 is not used both jumpers from the variable condenser 
C24 Also, -take the jumpers off of C23I doing this will preclude any 
.D41,as-ii,ollity of accidental shorts 

The 6146 RF driver will supply adequate drive to the parallel 833A 
tubes, Th.e normal grid current, as indicated on the multi-meter, when 
selected, will run between 100 and 140 ma 

Neutralization of the power amplifier is acceuplished by the "Rice" 
method, the out of phase voltage being obtained from the 6146 
coil. There are several taps around the mid point on this coil (L9), 
these taps allow neutralization adjustment, 

6/27/5 5 BC,1J Xmtr 
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re plate of the neutralisin- condensers 026, has mounting slots 
provided which will enable the operator to slightly adjust this 
plate to change the spacing of the condenser. This condense is 
1-,ormally adjusted at the factory and should recuire no further 
attentionc Neutralization can be fiathe,- va-z'ie6 by means of th(- 

taps mentioned above. 

The power amplifier uses two 833A operating in parallel The output 
circuit is a combination "pi" and "Tu, a circuit proved over the years 
as one which is flexible and also very effective in attenuation of 
undesirable harmonics The coil and capacitor values- as supplied in 
the transmitter are effective in loading this transmitter into a 50/70 
ohm loadc, 

The outut circuit of th-i c_.ì JL 
MTAich supplies sufficient RF voltaf--4e to onerso a modulation monitos 
such as the Gates' Mfl-2639. This voltage is avilable a tP-cTilin 

board located in the top of the cabinet 

This amplifier is rather novel, in that no variable, air dielectric 
condensers are used for tuninga The tank circuit is tuned by a rolling 
contact inductor, 1,12a This method of tuning is helpful in prevent 
ing arcs or flash-overs that may occur in variable condensers e:o- 

pecially if there is dust accumulation. 

The P.P.. tank circuit includes two 250 mmfd. ndca condensers,. '31 and 
C32, connected in parallel These condensers are used for i'requenciPs 
of 1600 to approximately 850 Kca 

For -i'requencies, 850 ho to 5,1!.0 Ke9 another condensel.-, 03, 
500 mmfd must be paralleled with 031 and 032a This is shown on Gates' 
schematic, E-25385, which is a part of this instruction books and 
tuning chart A10860 

The power amplifier plate current is read on. PjA plate meter, 14,, a 

0-1 ampere meter,. This current will generally run from 525 ma. to 
600 ma. depending upon the efficiency and the applied plate voltage. 
The normal plate voltage as read on Plate Voltmeter, M5 will be arr-,uTa. 

2500 volts. As mentioned previously, the P.A. Grid Current is incl- 
cated on the multimeter will be 100 ma. to 140 ma.-dop-end-upon 
fre-quenoy2 tuning 2 etc 

Two P.A. tuning controls are located on the R.F. deck front-panel-, - 

toward the top._ The Veeder Counter Control on the right tunes the 
power--amplifier plate coils the counter control on the left adjusts 
the loading coil L14. 

The modulator deck contains the complete audio system, the bias power 
supply, 380 volt power supply and 600 volt power supply 

The complete audio driver unit comprised of the audio input transformer, 
the first audio ,stage-and phase inverters (6SN7s) and audio driver 
tubes (4 - 1622/5881) and-the-audio-driverransf-ormers-is built UD 
as a complete unita This chassis is so mounted, that by disconnecting 

6/27/5_ .-5- BC-1J Xmtra 
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the :input wirinE_f-rom7TB6_2_TE7T-and-TE,2-- __C:all_. be. 1--clm:Jvc,d-for- 

, servi-ci1e,5:....Lr_ neede,d, 

-The output of this audio driver is connected to the grids of a pair 
of 833Amodulators, V15 and V16. Also, on this modulator derk is t'be - 

modulation transfomor, T6, modulation reactor, L212 and coupling 
capacitor, C58. 

The first audio stage makes uae of two 6SN7 tubes (V9 and V10) -serving 
- a dual purpose, first as a push-pull audio stage and also as phase 

inverters to drive the push-pull wTwin Drive .audio driver -tub-esi-VII 
V12, V13 and 111/. , 

A balance control, R41 is located on the left front ,;(s)p of the audio : 

,Iriver chassis as viewed from the back, This control is in the cathoe 
: t12,,-, twc tu,J,.: in the :1.n-out ::TL:tr It is s=.L.03ted that 

this control he used to adjust for-lowest distortion at ',500 oyes. 
this is done, the balance will hold over the audio range. 

The filaments of these tubes are all energized from a 6,3 volt wind- 
ing on Filament Transformer, T10. This Transformar- supplies the tw) 
833A modulator tubes as well as the 6SN7's and 1622 tabes. 

There are two separate feedback loops in the audio system. One makes 
use of separate tertiary windings on the driver transformers, T4 and 
T5, producing about 25 DB of feedback around the audio drivers, The 
second feedback loop is taken from the plates of the modulators back 
tn thr, --i,npui-. pliriln p..t..,g0 This lnnp civc,:inps aPPrmcimatP.Ty 6 DB e 
feedback, By the uso of this feedback the distortion is kept at a 
low figure The amount of internal feedback varies as the modulator 
drive varies,--The above figures are based on averge modulation of 

.. .--, _ -,1° 
aPproyelm:a-uoiy /),0. 

The modulators of the BC-1J Transmitter are a pair of 833A, tubes 
operating as class "Bn audio amplifiers. Those tubes are driven by 
the "Twin Drive" audio drivers:the four 1622/588T tubes. The modu- 
lators are biased by a sepa:cate- power supply the bias voltage is ad- 
justable from the front of the modulator deck panel. These controls 
are R66 and R67. These controls are adequately marked on the front 
panel._ The static plate current of the modulators will run approxi- 
mately 60-80 mae as read on meter M2. The plate current will rise 
to-approximately _175-500 ma depending on the percentage_of-moduLation._ 
The modulators are protected by overload relay, E4,--located-on the 

_ 

relay panel in the base of the transmitter This relay has its throw 
out point raised or lowered by a shunt resistor across the relay coil. 
-Normally this relay is adjusted to kick out at about 650 ma. This 
will allow unavoidable over modulation peaks to occasionally go through 
and not cut off the transmitter'. 

--- 

The relay pane. is located on the right side of the transmitter base, 
when viewed from the roar. On this relay panel are mounted the follow- 
ing relays: 

(a) Relay El, filament contactor. 

(b) Relay E2, plate contactor. 

55 - -6- BC-1J Xmtr. 
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f - Relay E3, master relay 

(d) Relay E4, modulator overload 

(e) Relay E5, overload 

(f) RaLay E6, PA. Grid undercurrent 

,g°) Relay E7, Time delay relay 

Relay Ea, the filament contactor, when energized by depressing the 
filament start switch located on the front panel causes all of the 
filaments in the transmitter to be heated. Also, at the same time 
the modulator and audio Ci-{-.ive bias suplv has become nTerativG, 

bias ou these tubes At this same time, 
the tdme delay relay, is also heating and atthe end of its' heat 
cycle, its Normally Open Contacts are closed, Sjmultaneously the 
Intermediate voltage time delay relay, E8, is heating and after its 
operating cycle of from 5 tn in seconds has passed; 380 volts 1-).,C 
is applied to the four audio driver tubes and approximately 550/600 
volts is applied to the pair of 6146'RF driver tuhes. This inter 
mediate voltage supply is adequately protected by a door interlock 
38 which operates in the primary of the intermediate plate transforme, 
r27. If the back door is Off, door interlocks, 06 and S8 mentioned 
above, rill make it impossible to apply high DC voltage of any sort tothe transmitter (remember that approximately 100 volts of bias is 
On and in operation within the transmitter whenever the filaments 
are lidlted), If door interlock switch, 36, is closed it will be 
Possible to apply high voltage to the transmitter,, This is accomplished 
be depressing the plate start swjtch, located on the front control snel When this plate start switch is depressed, the coil of relay, E2, the 

. plate relay, is energised applying primary power to high voltage plate 
transformer, T11 in the transmitter. 

Also bn the relay panel are two overload relays modulator overload 
E4 and PA. overload, E5. These relays are in the filament center . 

tap l'eturn. By means of shunt resistance across the coils of these 
relays their tripping point is adjusted for satisfactory operation. 
Both relays, .E4 and E5, are set at the factory to kick out at about 
650 r.a® This gives satisfactory protection to the -modulator and P.A. 
stage. These relays can be re-adjustedby_the station_enginaer_to. 
suit 

. his requi_rements, . -as--destred.. 

Of interest also, is relay, E6, the P.A. grid undercurrent relay. 
This relay closes when rectified grid current flows through it, as 
long as there is silfficient drive the relay will be closed, If for 
any reason, the grid excitation fails, this relay will deener7ise 
and cause the plate relay, E2, to open up, thus removing high voltage- 
plate power from the transmitter. 

The Gates' BC-lj incorporates four D.C. power supplies, The 380 volt 
supply, using one 5R4GY rectifier (V18) supplies plate and screen vol- 
tage to the audio input stage and audio driver stage. 'This supply 
becomes operative when the fil. start button is dep-r-essed After the 
'time delay relay E8 has closed and if the door interlock S8 is also 
closed, This supply has its high voltage winding as a part of T7, its 
filament voltage is derived from a ,Andin- on transformer, T. 
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.í.i.iter -syst em for-t hi s-10Teg -supply-is made up of --cho, L]:. 
and filter condenser, C56. 

The 600 volt supply uses two 5R4G1 tubes (with paralleled plates) in 
a f'ull wave rectifier, V19 and V20, This supply furnishes plate and 
scr.,?,n power for the oscillator, first IPA and two 6146 R.7. rlriV'='7' 

tubes. This .supply also becomes operative when the fil. start bu,tton 
on the control panel of the transmitter is depressed Assuming that 
time delay relay, E8 and door interlock S8 are closed This supply 
has its high voltage winding as a part of T7, the filaments of the two 
5R4GY rectifiers are energized by filament transformer, T8. The filter 
system for this intermediate plate supply is made up of choke. L20, and 
filter condensPr, C57, 

The main high voltage power supply delivers 2500 volts for plate poten- 
tial ryn tha T- tillc, V7 ardr8, and modulato tIll: v1.1-:, 

This supply uses a pair of 80(J8 rectifier tubes (V21 and V22) ene.)-----,-ised 

by a lar2e plate transformer, Til: The filaments of the 8008 tube 
heated by rectifier filament transformer, T12. The filter is made up 
of input swinging choke, 1,22,-output smoothing choke, L23, and filter 
condensers, C59 and C60 

The BC-1.7 Transmitter makes use of a top-of-cabinet ventilation fan. 
This fan operates whenever the P.A. plate contactor is energized and 

power is being applied to the t,ransiritte°s"'® 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

For shipping purposes, the Radio Frequency Deck and the Audio Modulator 
Deck have been removed, as have several -,_-C the large transformers and 
chokes. The units and their location can quiGkly be recognized by r=--- 

ferring to the various photographs that are a part of this Instruction 
Book. Check these items against your pac',king lisLu, If all have not been 
received, first note iÍ the packing list shows a back order, If not ., 

then note to see if the shipping waybill shows a shortage. Each ship- 
ment is carefully checked against the packing list3 In ease of a short- 
age, notify both Gates Radio Company and the deliver-;±g carrier at once. 
Remove all wooden supports that are used to brace cabinet.durin,7 shiomen 

/ 7 
hThen installing the P,A, deck and the Modulator deck, be' sure to use the 
4 

nardwaupplied.to.balt_thesetdecks_securely_to the cabinet supports, 
there are four mounting hole'S,-one.at each corner,- inXhe bottom flarga 
of the decks. There are also mounting holes in the op of each panel, 
bolts should be used to hold these panels to the cabinet flange® These 
fastenings make for cabinet rigidity and also ground the two decks, 
a'udtable hardware is sulbplied to mount the decks and other components 
securely within the cabinet, This hardware will/be found in a bag 
securely tied within the Transmitter cabinet. , ' 

Check all relays for correct free movement, 'Be sure the cord and 
packing that was used to hold the relays while in shipment has been r-e- 
moved, The removed units can be quickly replaced by looking at the 
Photographs. The external connections are few and these are easily 
made to the BC-1J Transmitter. The 230 volt, 50/60 cycle, A.C. erltS 
the base of the cabinet through a slotted opening located in front of 
the relay panel assembly. The two primary wires connect to terminals 
24 and 25 on relay panel, The modulation monitor connects to a ter- 
minal board located in right top of cabinet as viewed from back. The 
frequency monitor is connected to terminals 6 and 7 on TB3, 6 being 
hot terminal and 7 ground. 
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The RF output terminal of the transmitter is located at the top of 

the transmitter toward the left front as viewed from the front A 

ground stud is provided close to the output insulator for grounding 
the transmission line, This ground also carries on dowl-ta the R,7, 
section', At the base of the -cabinet near the cut-out, is a stud to 

e used to ground the cabinet to the ground system of the station. 
The -station ground system should be as good as can be made, all con- 
neCtions solid and preferably brazed together© It is wise to bond all 
lectrical conduits,' metal frame work of buildings, etc to the corn- 

. 

m:on ground system, Less trouble will be had in years to come if this 
suggestion is followed, as aging of the ground system will cause no 
trouble, if it is installed well, 

SROTTON V - INITIAL TUNE-UP 

-Elfnre pr.-)-ceeding with the initial tune-up of this transmitter, -jet 

us Y'r-check the necessary thins to be done, before any voltage is 

aiïÀied to the transmitter, Briefly check the following list, 

(a) Proper line voltage to terminals 24 and 25 on relay panel 
This should be. 230 volts, 50/60 cycles. 

(b) Proper location of all tubes in sockets, These tube loca- 
tions can be checked by reference to the stencilling on the 
unit and to this instruction book. 

Cc Check to see that all tie -down twine and other shipping 
material has been removed from the various components, 
especially the relays. 

(d) Recheck on all components that were-installed-,-- Be sure they 
are connected correctly. The parts have been tagged to hein 
in the correct installation. 

P., Go over thecomplete transmitter, checking the tightness r-,f 

all nuts and bolts, terminal board connections) etc, 

( f) Give all soldered connections _a brief looking .over. The 
CU I has\passed several rigid-inspetions7durThg_its. 

COttrae of-manufacture, but 'something could ha:V6-been over 
looked that mitht give trouble in the future. 

(g) Make certain thetransmitter and associated equipment is well 
grounded, 

(h) It is suggested that all audio input wiring be shielded 
and placed in condUit or wiring troughs, away from a,c, 
wiring 

(i) Be sure the crystal-and oven assemblies are in their sockeus, 
they 'should be heating as soon as the main primary wires are 
connected to the relay panel, The ovens should be warm to 
the touch, if not, check fuse F3 for continuity, 

(j) All tubes should be in their correct sockets, all relays 
free, 
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Tt is suggested at this point, that the transformer leads to the 
plates of the high voltage rectifiers, 8008's, V21 and V22, be remr-,ved 

these iubes. This will insure no high voltage D.C. being al-ed 
to the transmitter. 

Let us tune this transmitter to 1400 Kc. The crystals should be 
for 1400 Kc operation, the ovens should be heating. Remove plate caps 
from high voltage rectifiers, V21 and V22. Short out door interlocks, 
S6 and S8. 

Depress filament start button on front control panel. This will cause 
filament relay, Ei to energize which lights all filaments and causes 
th(- rC sn17. to po(1uce bias vdat;,,,e, biar 7oltae shnuld 
a,-2crax-dmateiy 100 voIts and can be measured as roilows. Turn tne bLas 
controls, R66 and. R67, fully counter -clockwise, This puts m,P7imum 
bias voJi-..age on the 833A Ì11odt,lad.o`i'+® Ey use of a good D,C, voltmet 
this voltage can be measured from grid of modulator tube V15 to grou:r.td 

This will be approximately 100 volts, At this time, the fixed hias 
on the -four 1522/5881 audio driver tubes can be chocked. Measuring 
from terminal 3 on TB6 to ground, a voltage of approximately 21 volts 
should be found. The voltage will be negative on the grids of the 
modulators and on the terminal board. Adjust 1st IPA screen control 
on rear of oscillator unit to maximum clockwise rotation. When the 
filament button was depressed and all filaments energized, the inter- 
mediate voltage time delay relay, E8, also becomes actuated and after 
a short interval of time t5 to 10 seconds) the intermediate voltages 
were applied to the audio input and driver tubes and the oscillator, 
lst_ TPA and 2nd IPA stages. 

Move around in front of the transmitter and tune up, First set Multi 
meter Switch on oscillator plate 4 multimeter should read approximately 
6 to 8 Ma oscillator cathode current, change multimeter switch to 1st 
IPA plae, then adjust 1st IPA control for minimum reading (resonance) 
on multimeter this will be approximately 8 to 20 ma depending upon set- 
ting of 'screen control, R13, Note that on frequency of 1400 Kc no 
padder Condenser is required at C17. See tuning chart A-10860. Now 
set multimeter switch to 2nd IPA plate. 

Adjust 2nd IPA tuning control to show minimum plate current on multi- 
meter. - Note-that on frequency of 1400 Kc no padder condenser is.re 
quired at C23. See tuning chart A-10860. This current will read 
somewhere between 150 and 200 ma depending upon frequenoy of operation 
load, etc. Now set multimeter switch to P.A. Grid, the multimeter 
should indicate between 100 and 140 ma grid current to the power 
amplifier. At this time, go back over the complete five settings of 
the multimeter switch to check the tuning. These readings are typical 
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" Pate " 6 to ma, 

"1st IPA P1,,te" - 8 to 20 ma depends on adjustment of screen 
control R13 

fl2nd IPA Grid" - 2 to 4 ma (if this reading is too high, it can 
be reduced by adjusting the screen control R13, 
of the 1st IPA Amplifier) 

"r,d, TPA Flat a V-70 to 200 ma, 

"P,A, Grid" - 100 to 340 ma, 

Al-, this time the filament voltage should be 0-lecked, the mAter, Ml, 
should read 10V, This actually measures the filament voltage of 
Power Amplifier Tubes V7 and Ali filament primaries are con- 
trolled by filament rheostat, R2G. When the voltage is adjusted to 
10 volts on the PA tubes, it is also adjusted iimultaneously on all 
of the other filaments within the transmdtter, 

Shut down the Transmitter. 

Now we are ready to check neutralisation of the final power amolificr, 
Disconnect the transmission line from the transmitter. Perhaps this 
can be done easier by taking the lead from coil L15 off of variable 
output coil L14. From the Frequency Tuning Chart we notice that the 
power amplifier will use the two 250 mrnfdQ mica condensers in parallel 
(The 500 mmfd. mica condenser supplied with the transmitter-is-not-d-sed 
on this frequency), Also, note from the chart that L12 should have 
approximately 19 turns for frequency of 1400 Ko. 

Connect the correct loading condensers C34 and 036 into the output 
circuit as shown on the tuning chart for frequency of 1400 Kc. For 
1400 Ko, C34 ,a .003 mica is used, as is C36 another .003 mica. 034 
is inpat.load condenser and 036 is output load_capacitor.. 035 and. 
L;37 are not used on this frequency. Some sort of RF indicator must 
be coupled up to the power amplifier tuning coil. This can be a 
neon bulb mounted on a long rod of bakelite, or a flash lamp connected 
to a 2 or 3 loop of wire. Either of these make a satisfactory RF 
indicator. If the amplifier is neutralized, no RF will be indicated 
in the main tank coil when the variable coil is tuned through resonance. 
If an indication is shown when amplifier is tuned to resonance, the 

, amplifier is out of neutralization. The amplifier is neutralized 
by the so-called "Rice '''. method, that of feeding out-of-phase voltage 
back to the plate from the input grid circuit. This 
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voltage can be varied by adjusting the-centey.--ta,!a-on-t 

die r plate coil L9, There are several taps on this Coil adja,--Pnt 

to the electrical center and neutralization 
can be accomplished by 

the Is.e (-)f one. If not, de-energize -the transmitter then -out the 13=- 

;h,- center tap cf coil L9 and adjust the right 
hand (as 'fiewed 

from rear) plate of the neutralizing condenser, C26. This -oate haa 

its mounting flange slotted, making possible a slight adjustment of 

the spacing of C26. Some setting of this plate will be found which 

cause-s the power amplifier to become neutralized-when 
one of the 

5: taps on L9 is used When the resonance tuning point of the power 

a'mplifier can be passed through without an indication 
on the neon bulb 

or lamp you can assume the P,A. is satisfactorily neutralized. 

Another good check is to set the multimeter switch on P.A, grid, then 

current while tuning Ll? thr0lIgh resonance, 
If the 

La; uiic:: steLdi tune 

resorian it ls satisfactdrily neuti-alized, Remove any neutralin 
indi6atort, Tale. short off of door interlock switchnc, 

='!°1 ,Th 
-1 ' 

t..,_ V I e 12 

NOW p)abe one high voltage lead on one 8008 rectifier, 
Also replace 

the output wire from L15 back on output coil L14. Now apply high 

voltage by depressing Plate Start Button, Tune the Power Amplifier 

fio resonance. Adjust the loading until the plate current meter, M43 

L .ads approl;dmately 200 ma. and the plate voltmeter reads about 900 

vOlts, With loading adjusted ;,-In that these figures are obtained, 

F,hUt down the transmitter be sure it js off." Place the other cap on 

the second 8008 rectifier. Again start up the transmitter by apply 

ing plate voltage. Rapidly retune to resonance, vihen properly Ttuned 

the plate current will run approximately 500 to 550 ma, at 2500 volts, 

With this input the output should be 1000 watts, Efficiency of the 

BC-1J Transmitter will approximate 72 to 75%, The R.F. end of the 

transmitter should be operating Satisfactorily now, 

It will be remembered that previously we had turned the modulator 

bias controls completely counter-clockwise, This apPlied maximum 

bias to the two 833A modulator tubes. We will now adjust the modu- 

lators. With the transmitter operating and producing power into the 

Aoadadjust.one...bias control until-its associated-modulator-tube- 
draws approximately 30 ma, as indicated on Modulator meter (M2). Now 

idjust the second bias control until the modulator plate current as 

'ndicated on 42 reads 60 ma. This is the normal operating condition. 

1The-meter-readings on the transmitter should be somewhat close to 

tnose:shown on. "Typical Meter.,Readings,...a_hart_in.thisnstruction 
book. Reding-3 within 10% can be tolerated. The operator is given 

a slight control over the high voltage applied to the Power Amplifier 

tubes by adding or decreasing resistance in the high voltage lead to 

the power amplifier. This is done by varying the P,A. plate rheostats 

R1, located on the front control panel, The P.A. voltage can be varied 

. approximately 200 volts in this manner. 
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S-ECTTON-VI -GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURE 

(a) The crystal ovens should have been heating for approximately 

'.'our hours before final frequency adjustments are to be made. 

The ovens of the crystal holders should be warm to the touch. The 

ovens are heated by 6,3 volts as obtained from the secondary of oven 

heater transformer, Tl, The primary of this transformer is connected 

permanently to the transmitter side of primary fuses, Fl and F20 

There is a secondary fuse.. F3, also, This gives adequate protection 

to the oven heater power circuits. 

After the heaters have been heating for about four hours the crystal 

,,-,c- nuld. be adjusted to exact oerating -ooint, Normally 

this pr(Doedi).re- is as follows. 

If the adjustments are being done at a completely nev station, there 

will be no accurate way of adjusting the transmitter f-oequency, The 

transmitter will be checked for correct nperating frequency by an eY 

ternal monitoring source, By this method one crystal can be brought 

to exact frequency. The first adjustment can be made by operation of 

the air gap. It is possible to set the frequency very close to zero 

cycles deviation by this adjustment, Then any slight adjustment can 

be accomplished by varying the crystal shunt condensers, 03 and C4, 

After the number one crystal has been adjusted to zero deviation from 

the assigned frequency, then it would be wise to adjust the stations' 

frequency monitor to coincide with the checked //c1 crystal, (Of course 

the frequency monitor should be in operation in so far as oven tem7oera 

ture is concerned, preferably at least 48 hours) Once the stations 

frequency monitor has been calibrated and is working satisfactorily, 
the station engineer has a reliable source of frequency measurement 

and can from this point go ahead and adjust the second crystal to 

frequency by observing the frequency meter while making adjustments 

of the air gap of the number two crystal 

For the station that has been on the air and has a calibrated freou:enc-z 

monitor in ooeration, the station engineer can simply adjust the to 
new crystals to frequency by observing the already operating fre-i' 

ouency monitor - . 

b) Modulation Monitor connections. The BC-1J transmitter hasla 

small pick-up coil (L15) connected between output loading coil,11,14, 

and the ceramic feedthru insulator to be used for excitation of a 

modulation monitor. The connections are made to a small barrier 

strip terminal board located in the top of the cabinet. The modula- 

tion monitor should be connected to this terminal board with a suit- 

able length of co-ax cable, similar to RG-6211. 

(c) Frequency monitor connections, The frequency monitor R,P. cro,- 

nections are made to terminals 6 and 7 on TB3, Number 6 is the hot 

side, number 7 the ground. The frequency monitor can be connected to 

this terminal board by means of a suitable length of co-ax cable, such 

as RG-62U, A word of caution at this point. Be sure to terminate the 

co-ax on the frequency monitor, otherwise the open 
circuited co-ax 

could cause a loading effect on the 1st IPA stage which could case 

this stage not to tune, 
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SECTION VII, TYPICAL VOLTAGE.CRARTS 

GATES BC-1J BC-250L L 7,C-5ooK 
(No signal in, measured with Simpson #260 Voi t-ohmmPter) 

First Audio (1/2 6M.7) 9, V10 
Plate volts 110 
Cathode volts - 3 
Filament volts 6.3 A.C. 

Phase Inverte-0 6SN7) V9, V10 
Plate volts - 110 
Cathode volts - 3.5 
Filament volts - 6.3 k.C. 

v 

Screen volts - 270 
Grid volts - 

Pilam.ent volts - 6.3 A.C. 

833A Modulators (BC-1J) 
Plate volts - 2600 V. DC 
Plate current (Static) per tube - 30 mae 
Bias volts - approximately 65 negative 
Filament volts - 10 A.C. 

23; Mr1(1,111, (1-1,,n-nnT4-) 

Plate volts - 2050 Ve DC 
Plate Current (Static) per tube, 20 ma. 
Bias Vo t s - approximately 70 V. negativo 
Filament volts - 10 V. A.C. 

810's Modulators (BC-250L) 
Pilate volts - 1400 V. DC 
Plate Current (Static) Per tube - 25 ma. 
Bias volts - approximately 32 negative 
Filament volts - 10 

6AG7 Oscillator 
Plate volts - 125 (Checked at bottom of choke L2) 
Screen volts - 75 
Filament volts - 6.3 A.0 

6AG7, 1st IPA 
Plate volts - 400 
Screen volts , - 115 V. (Variable by means (DJ i.t1 

Filament volts - 6.3 A.C. 

6146s, 2nd IPA 
Plate volts - 550/600 
Screen volts - 125 
Filament volts - 6.3 A.C. 
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F",37 Pow-,2 Aplirs (Two Tub(-,,s B01J 
_late volts - 2500 
Plate Current - 500/550 ma. 
Bias volts - Grid leak, 300 
Filair,,,,nt Volts - 10 A.C. 

833A Power Amplificr 
Plate volts - 
Plate current - 
Bias volts - 
Filament volts 

(One Tube) BC-500K 
2000 V. D.C. 
320/350 ma. 
Grid leak, 250 V. 
10 V. 

810's Power Amplifier (Two Tubes) BC-25nL 
Plate volts' - 1300-1350 DC 

- s: 'J 
Bias volts grid loak, 250 V. 
Filamant volts - 10 V. A.C, 

Ti.tgb voltage rectifier out-out of filteT, 2600 for T.),(-;_)j 

A-oproximately 1400 volts for -BC-250L 
2000 V. for BC-500K 

Tntermediate voltage rectifier output of filter 

Low voltage rectifier, output of filter, 380 V. 

Dias rectifier, output of filter, 100 V. negative 

Crystal heater voltaq:e, 6.3 V. A.C. 

/500 V. 
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(Eft-----ate-BC-1J-Transmitter is coo-led-by-Tnf 
cabinet ventilating fan which draws the heated air out of the cabinet. 
The transmitter has a large decorative open type 'grill in the front, 

the bottom, throush which cool air is drawn in, then is oulled u:c 
t,hrough the perforated audio and PLI7. decks and out the top, The 
J2,-,ated air also rises, so by convection the cabinet air is also changed, 

- SECTION VIII - SUMMARY 

A radio broadcast transmitter regardless of its size, cannot be fully 
described, and/or all the operating problems that arise cannot be fully 
Pnticipated and jnfdrmation given in any Instructinn Rnok, lie: e 

ifl tj5 hook C,1:. will 
nas been provided in this book, schematic s of all pertinent circuits 
of the Gates BC-1.,T photographs with symbols that tie into the various 
schematics and a complete electrical parts list 

In preparing the instruction book it has been recognized that the 
installation engineer undoubtedly is very familiar with general broad- 
cast installation ad operation procedures, and that many of the things 
referred to are well known to him. It is suggested therefore that 
he installation engineers and likewise, the personnel who will operat 

the transmitter, not only familiarise themselltes with the Instruction 
Book, as provided, but more important, with the Transmitting equipment 
its 

The Gates Radio Copany, in designing the BG-10; Transmitter, has done 
everything possibl to provide for you, the fiilest equipment. It is 
not possible for u:$ to provide the location, the ground system and in 
some instances the other accessories that will be used with this 
equipment. Becau0, of this, certain things mus i. be left for the in- 
stalling engineer to do, and certain analysis of problems must be m,Pde,_ 
In every instance the use of good engineering pvactices and sound-- 
fundamental reasoning will develop the desired 4gh qualitysult. 
nossible from this :opu?.?7ment© 

It is repeated agai,, make a good installation, aiminate hasty 
methods, in doing s6, you will keep future outages to a m;fnimumc,AlseL 
remember that cleantiness and good maintenance oT:' your broadcast equip- 
ment will pay big dividends Set aside a certain-period of time each 
week for cleaning the inside and outside of the kuipment, for test- 
ing tubes, making sure all connections are tight 'and thé many other 
things that can be titled "Good Naintenance" In case Of problems 
that arise in the use of this equipment, please feel free to contact 
the Engineering Department of Gate-s Radio Corwany who will gladly' 
co-operate with you in every way to obtain the most satisfactory' 
operation of your Gates equipment for the oresent and in the futurec 
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SECTION= ---QUESTIONS -P10 ANWERS 

It is realized by the Gates Radio Company that when installin 
transmitter and especially a comvletely new radio station, that 
certain problems arise that at times become perplexinct, As the -radio 
transmitter is the only device that can indicate trouble often times 
troubles in transmission lines, tower tune-up, etc., will be incor- 
rectly attributed to the transmitter. The following questions are _a 
digest of those most often heard and corrected for our customers, 
They may help you if you have one or more similar problems, 

1. My transmitter arrived with a broken part, How do I 
handle this? 

LOG: equipment has been shipped in approved 
shipping boxes and by recognized transpor- 
tation carriers, Call the delivering carrier 
at once, He will inspect and note your hill 
of lading as to the fl_amag.e,, You may then 
order the needed part and bill the delivering 
carrier for it when you receive the Gates'. 
invoice, 

® :Is breakage covered by the guarantee? 

Ans. - Only when breakage results from actual opera- 
ting conditinns. Breakage in transportation 
is the transportation company's liability, 

The equipment works well but the voltage regulation of 
the power supply exceeds the 5% allowed by F.G.C, Is 
this a faulty power supply? 

Ans.- No indeed. We suggest placing an A,C. 
meter across the main power lines, Chock the 
voltage with no modulation- Then recheck with 
90% (sine wave) modulation. You will find a 
lowerline_yoltage.under modulation than with 
no mOdulation which simply hdTdtebor 
-solurce-to-th.a-transmitt-e-r-is-the-offendor, 
This may mean too small wires, too small a 
pole transformer supplied by the utilities 
company, or in rare instances, both. Poor 

. regulation can be caused by other things too. 
Improper tuning of the antenna load is one, - 

Improper neutralization another. 

I have an intermittent in the transmitter at times it will 
act normal, other times output power will drop off, plate 
current will go high and cause transmitter to kick off? 

Ans,- The process of elimination is important here. 
Check all connections to terminal boards, .jiake 

sure all tubes are 0,K. Watch the PA grid cur- 
rent. If it fails, the transmitter will auto- 
matically go off due to operation of under- 

3 
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current grid relay, E6. This would -indicate 
trouble in the oscillator, 1st IPA or 2nd IPA. 
Is crystal working satisfactory? 

5. The power amplifier cannot be tuned to resonance, 

Ans-- The power amplifier tank padding condenser, ' 

032 and 033, are mica and very infrequently 
partially open or short due to their inner 
construction. The condenser capacity could 
change in such a way as to make the P.A. un 
tunable with the original amount of inductance. 

The load has changed considerably makin-, it im 
possible to find P. A. re.cnnance 

The rolling contact on Ït2, main P.A. induct.m-, 

is defectjve. 

kr 
W4611.,7 

Plate contactor, E2, closes, but no high voltage to 

or modulators, 

o 

Ans,- Bad contacts- on E2, plat? relay., Check for 
burned, or misaligned contacts, If bad, they 
should be replaced, 

Check connections to pager transformer, T11, 
Should show approximately. 230V. 

Check main rectifier, filaments should be Jightl 
and plate caps on. If 17.,ad, replace. 

Open filter choke. 

Everytime the plate start button is depressed, a main fuse 
will blow. 

Ans.- Fuse rating too small use 30 amp, 

Arc4back-in 8008 rectifier tubes. Best 
solUtion, replace tubes. 

..E4k-for frayed wirQs, 

Shorted power component, or filter unit. 
All chokes and condensers should be checked, 
chokes, for shorts to ground, condenser for 
shorts. Replace defective unit, 

6 Transmission is not up to standard: sounds bad. 

Ans - This can be caused by many things° 

Over-Modulation is a cause of poor Quality, 
Watch the levels. Be sure-mod.ulation monitor 
is adjusted correctly. 
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Defective tubes, showing up particularly in 
the audio Çrf!,l_GlYI® 

Improper voltages in the audio system, caused 
either by defective component or had rectifier 
tubes. 

Power amplifier out of neutralization, 

Bad audio signal being fed into transmitter. 

One side of push-pull audio system croirg 
cause, 

'Reedback resistor opening up. 

RLFL geL,ting into the audio sy,Du.elh. 

Loss of filter, causing A.C. hum to rise. 

The transmitter plate relay will not hold in 

Ans.- The plate relay, E2, coil is in series with 

the door interlock switch, S6, the master 
relay, E3, time delay,rblay, E7, and the 

bias undercurrent relay, E6: If any of 

these relays are not properly closed, it 

will be impossiblQ to energize this plate 
relay. 

If the contactor can be energized but drops 
out immediately, this indicates an overload, 
possibly in the modulator-Nor power amplifior. 
If such is the caso, the overload relay in- 

volved will energize causing'the master relay 
to operate, which opens the holding contacts 

-of_the_pIatessstart...relay. 
_ 

4-ave.:,extremely:_-_hizi-r_ -ate voItage7froa-the-main 

Ans.- Check the D.C. resistance of the input -swinging 
chóke, L220 This will measure in the neighbor 
hod of 30 ohms. If this choke is shorted, 
terminal to terminal, the filter system would 
have condenser-inout-andvoltage would be ex- 
/,_ %xemely high . 

modlhator overload relay, 1E4, energizes each time the 
plate-start,button is depressed. 

_n_,- This would indicate trouble in the modulator or 
in its bias supply. 

-17- BC-1J "Krntr.. 
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Check bias voltage on each grid of 833A 
modulator. This should read aPprop:imately 
55 volts negative. If no volnr,e och 
bias rectifier tub, V17. 

Check 833A modulator tubes for possible short. 

Check bias adjustment resistors 1166 and R67 
for open arm. 

120 The effic5ercy of the transmitter is Tow. 

!A - The noral offie. cf the Gati.,! ICI 
fy:om 72% ;»J 7:;, a.o):Jare-k:6 

is low, chec17 the indi- 
Flting plate meters, They can be reading 

The ,,-,nteri;:la metr can be -reading 
low. Check by substitution. 

If the efficiency is actually low, possibly 
the apten:oa resi stance has gone UT,7) This 
happens slowly over a period of time A 
recheck of the ant,',n7la resistance is sug:geste. 

Check grid drive should be betwaen 100 and 
140 mA. 

Check the P.A. tunillg. One side of resonane 
will give mer.,- output tkdieu the other. Tun.., 

this manneT'. 

Check the tubes, substitute known good enes 

ORDERING REPLAnEliENT PUTS 

When ordering a replacement component please refer to 
the parts list in this instruction book. Identify the 
component by its symbol number, and if possible, its 
Gates Drawing number. The type of equipment in which 
the part is used is also necessary. This procedure 
will insure the customer receiving the correct compon- 
ent and at the earliest possible date. 

-18- 
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ELECTRICAL PARTS LIST FOR BC-1J BC-500K, AND BC-250L 

RADIO FREQUENCY DECK 

Symbol No Dwg,No DescriDtion 

A3 Crystal & Oven 
21; Crystal & Oven 
AS Fuseholder 

ci 
Co 

oi 

oo 
nr, 

010 
C11 
C12 
C13 
016 

Cl 
019 
020 
C21 
022 

024 
C25 
026 

c26 
c27 
c28 
,C2c.9 

c3 

.332 
a3- 

035 
U36 
Y(), 

-7 

6/28/55 

Capacitor, .1 mfd. 
Capacitor, ol mfd, 
Variable Capacitor, )r-;, mmfriL 
Variable- uapacitor, '..;() mmfcio 
Capacitor, 150 mmf'd . 
Cao;,,citor ',8c.) mmfd. ____. 3 , 

Capacitor, .005 mfd. 
Capacitor', .005 mfd. 
Capacitors 47 mmfd. 
Capacitors .01 mfd. 
Capacitor; .01 mfdo 
Capacitor, o0022'mfd, 
Capacitor, .0001 mfd, 
Variable Capacitor, 300.mmfdt 
Capacitor, 270 mmfd, 
Capacitor, .005 mfd, 
Capacitor , .005 mfd. 
Capacitor; .01 mfd. 
Capacitor, i mfd. 
Capacitor; .01 mfd, 

2653-PM101 Capaitoi-_Kit ,.... 

Variable Capacitor, ....51 mmfd. 
Capacitor, -,0022 mfd, 

C-19180,101 Neutralizing Capacitor Assembly 
(BC-1J and BC-250L) 

C-3,9180102 Neutralizing Capacitor Ass1 y BC-5,00K) 
- 

Capacitor, ,03 mfd, 
lapacitor, .03 mfd, 
apaaitox ,00t mfd0_, 

Capacitor, 002-mfd - 

P.A. Tank Capacitors 000025 mfd. 
P.A. Tank Capacitor, ,00025 mid. 
P.A. Tank Capacitor, 0O05 mfd. 
Input Loading Capacitor, .003 mfd, 
Input Loading Capacitors .003 mfd. 
Output Loading Capacitor, .003 mfeL 
Output Loading Capacitors .003 mfd, 
Cape, 01 mfd, 
Fuse, 3 amp. 

RF Choke; 2,5 MN 
RP Choke, /2,5 MH 
RE Choke;!2.5 MN 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Svmbol No Not, 

L4 /3:z-10381-101 
T.5 

(Lb & L7) A-104.E6-,i 01 
L8 A-10387-10I 
19 C-191;81-101 
L10 C-16466-102 
LII 
L12 105VB3735 
L13 26P:32843 
t14 30VB2344 
L15 A-10391-101 
T.,=. 
,,,,, r-ica82-1m. 

_: .:_,:),- 

Description 

Pirt IPA Plate Coil, Gates 
RP Chokr,, 5 mH 
Parasitic Sixprass,o:iT'- Assembly, 
RF Choke (6146 Plate Assembly) Gates 
Second TPA Plate Coil Assembly 
PA RF Choke Assembly, Gates 
FOE Choke - 

PA Tank Variable Coil, Gates 
Output Coil, Gate8 
Output Variable Coil, .Gates 
Mod_ Mon, Pickup Coil, Gatos 
PA Paas:itic SuTTorosso-f Assembly 
.:7.)S1 si 
(PC-1J, BC-25nL) 

e 
4 

Met o r Muli. As s enocrl 
R4 Reistor. 51 ol-)m 
R5- Resistor; 470 .ohm 
R6 , a ''_;A Resistor, f20 ohm 

Resistor, 3-';K ohm 
Resistor, 27K ohm 
Resistor, 35K ohm 
Resistor, 33K ohm 
Resistor, 330 ohm 
Resistor; VY.)olrm 
Control, 50K ohm 
Resistor-, 51K ohm 
Resistor, 8000 ohm 
Resistors 27K ohm 
Resistor, 20 ohm 
Resistor, 47 ohm (Part of -(36 *Prasiti) 
Resistor, 47 ohm (Part of L7 Parasitic) 
Resistor, '3 ohm 
Resistor, 100K ohm 

'7 9 iD .,.,_.- -Itc-istur, 56 ohm 
23 Resistor-,OK ohm 
24° Resistors 5000 ohm 

125225-,E2P.,. Resistor, 3 ohm 
- R26. -Re-adIK-ohar_77 
R27 Resistor, 27K ohm 
R28 Resistor, 5000 ohm 
R29 P,A Parasitic Resistor 
R30 oA® Parasitic Resistor 
R90 Resistor, 47 ohm 
37 Crystal Selector Switch, DoP.D.T, 

AF -10461K Crystal Filament Transformer 
T2 AF-10460K Filament Transformer 

no 
RIO 
R11 
p] 

) 
R) 

R1 5 

FL-! 6- 

R17,M3A. 
R38" 
R19- 
R90,,R2N,IRXiB 
R21' 

T1 

TB3 

6/98/55 

Terminal Board 
Terminal Board 

r° Tf'c' rOrr-/Pn 
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Symbol No, Dwg, No, Des.criptlon 
- 

Vi 

V2 
V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7) 
V8) 

v - 
? 

VO! 

X25 

A6 
f 

D38 

CLO 
Q41 

r..) 

044 
045 
046 
047 
c48 
0)49 
c5o 
u)J 

053 
054 

U,)0 

6/28/55 

'6..:A627-10) 
D-21,627-103 
C-1.9201-101 

Oscillator Tube 6AG7 
First IPA Tube6AC7 
Second IPA Tube, 6146 
Second IPA Tube; 6146 
Regulator Tube, 0B2 
Clamper Tube, 6A0,5 

833A Tubes used in BC-1J 

33 A Tuc, used 'FiC,.0fly 

810 Tubes usc,1 in BC-250L 

nscillator socket 
First IPA Socket 
Second IPA Socket 
Second TPA Socket, 
Regulator Socket 
Clamper Socket 
Dual -PA Tube Socket Assembly, Gates (E01J. 
PA Tube Socket Ass 'y Gates (BC-500K) 
Dual. PA Tube Socket Assy Cates (BC-250L) 
Crystal Socket 
Crystal Socket 

MODUTATflp ___P DECK 

Fuseholder 
Fuscholider 

Capacitor, .5 mfd, 
Capacitor, .5 mfd. 
Capacitor, .5 mfd. 

-Capacitor-, .5 mfd. 

Capacitor, mfd\ 
Capacitori--5-mfd-- 
Capacit'ors,--20-mfd. 
Capacitor, 5 
Capacitor, 20-20 ìf 
Capacitor, 20-20 mfd, 
Capacitor, ,Q025_m-hd, 
Capacitor, .0025 mf4, 
Capacitors .0025 'red: 
Capacitor, .0025 rafd, 
QaPacitor, 20 mfd. 
'Capacitor, 20 mfd 
apacitor, 20-20 mfd, 

CaPacitor, 20-20 mfd. 

-3- BC-1J/3 
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v-M001 No 

C57 

C51 

062 06 

_n77;0 .77 L hru -O70 

0243 onc) 

flc-os5oE 

A-3404-8 

Capacitor, ln uf. 
Audio OoupIinç Cam', 1 

Oapacttor, .01 uf. 

Time Delay Relay 

Fuse, 5 ampo 
amp.. FU;O? 

uf. 

Bias 

550 V. Su2p1y 
Nodulatio Reac.to-c, CAC-1J 
1Lodu1ation Reactol, (BC-5n('-; 

Aod111atior, Reactor (7-30-2(70T) 

Resistor, 75K chin 

Resisto-,?, 10K ohm 

Resistor, 820 ohm 

Control, 3.000 ohms, 

Resistor, 1300 ohm 

R46,R4? 
R48 i!9 Resistor, 51K ohm 

R50,R57 Rosisto 62K ohm 
TZ51, -R56 Resist 8200 ohm 

-P52R55 Tiosib, 75h ohm 

1=?'`'-'s-=' 10K ohm 

R58,R5-9 
R62,R63 Resistor, 4700 ohm 

R60,R61 Resistor, 8000 ohm 

R64,R65 Resistor, 20 ohm 

.:Luo 
vcr Dr1_10( rl 

5 Rheostat, 1000 ohm 

EL03 Resistor, 250 ohm 
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Symbol N )0 Di,Ty. No. 

Resistor, 62K ohm R69 
R70 Resistor, 100K ohm 
R71 
.R72 

Resistor, 75K ohm 
Resistor, 27K ohm 

R73 Resistcf. 2.2 megohm 
R74 Resistors 2.2 megohm 
R75 Resistor, 2.2 mogohm 
R76 Resistor, 2.2 mogohm 
R77 Resistor, 47K ohm. 
R78 Resistor, 2.2 mogohm 

Ro,o 
-Do.1 Ro_ 

Resistos 
Resistor, 
Resistor, 

2,2 
;(;2 

2.2 

megohm 
megohm 
megohm 

R82 Resistor2 47K ohm 
R91 RPsistors 6000 ohm 

m3 
TL 
T5 
T6 
T6 
T6 
rn 

T8 
T9 
1,10 

AT-3-0') 

AM-F30L69E 
AM-10 49E 

APt,30097K 
AF-104:63K 

AF-10460K 

Input Transformer 
Drlver Transformer 
Driver Transformer 
Modulation Transformer (BC-1J) 
Modulation Transformer (BC-500K) 
Modulation Transformer (BC-250L) 
Power Transformer 
Dual Filament Transformer 
Dias Transformer 
Filament Transformer 

TB? Terlilinal Board T26 Input TormJnal Board 
Outnut. Terminal Board TB9 Terminal Board 

1,7 

Tue, 63H7GTA 
V10 Tube, 63N7GTA 
V11 Audio Driver Tube, 1622/51- V12 Audio Driver Tube, 1622/5881 
VI3 Audio Driver Tube 1622/5881 V14 audio Driver7:Cube -5'.1622Y588I 
715) 
V16) Ebdulator:Tub, 833A used in BG-M7BC-500K- 

Vq 
V1g) 810 -Tubes used in BC-2501, 

VI? ,* Bias Supply Tube, 5R4GY 
V18 350V Supply Tube, 5R4GY 
V19 550V Supply Tube, 5R4GY V2 550V Supply Tube, 5R4GY 

6/28/55 BC-1J BC-500K/BC-250L 
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Symbol Tioc 

7.19 

7_10 

X12 
Vi o 

(X15&X16) 

(X15&:116) 

X17 

No 

D-21621-102 

C-19201-102 

Desori'ptiim 

Turret Socket 
Turret Socket 
Socket 
Socket 
Socket 
Socket 
Dual. Modulator. Tube Socket Assembly. 

--(BC-1J/DC-500K) 
Dial Modulator Tube Socket Assembly 
(BC-250L) 

- 

Socket 
Socket 
H,V Look.Dt 
H,Vi Socket 
Socket, Or Time Delay, E8) 

CONTROL PAW, 

Al Filament Pilot Light Assembly (Green) 
A? Plate Pilot Light Assembly (Red) 
A8 Pilot Lamp 
A9 Pilot Lamp 

R1 Power Rheostat 400 ohms (SC-1j/SC-500K) 
R2 Filament Rheostat, 7,3 ohms 

(SC-1J, BC-500K) ' 

El Power Rheostat, 1000 ohms (BC-2500 
R2 Filament Rheostat, 16 Ohms (BC-250L) 
R95 Rc5gS, Resistor, 3000 ohms 
Si Fitamont Start Pushbutton Switch (Black) 
S2 Filament Stop Pushbutton Switch (Red) 
(;-; Plate Start Pushbutton Switch; 131,c 
Si), Plate Stop Pushbutton Switch (Rea) 
S5 Multi-Meter Switch 

METER PANEL 

Filament VoltmeterT-0,15-V; 1:-C.:. 
M2 Modulator Plate Meterfl 0-1 amp, in 

BC-1J, 0-500 MA in BC-500K and BC-250L 
Ivr. -, Multi-meter, 0-1 MA D,C, Movement with 

0-30,-.0-300 MA D,-C, Scale 
-T44 P,A0. Plate Motor, 0-1 amp in BC-1J 

0-500 MA in ac-5o0K and BC-250L. 
M5 P,A. Plate Voltmeter, 0-3000 V, D,C, 

in BC-1J and DC-500K1 n-9500 V. D,,C, 

in BC-250L 

R89 

28/55 

A-1L534-101 Multimeter Series Resisto-,- Assembly 

-6- Bc-1J/BC-500K/Dc-2501, 
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Symbol Noc, Owg Noc, 

RELAY PA.NEL 

Descriotion 

El Filament Contactor 
E2 _ 

Plate Contactor 
E3 Master Overload Relay 
E4 Modulator Overload' Relay 
E5" PA Overload Relay 

- E6- Grid Undercurrent Relay 
.E7 Time Delay Relay 

ti 
17 

Cartridge Fuse, 30 amp,, 

Cartridge Tnse, '30 amp, 

IL(..), Adjustable Resistor 5 ohm 
R84 Adjustable Resistor 5 ohm 
R:15 Resistor, 6000 ohm 

TB1 Terminal Studs (Part of Mechanical 

J=L 

Time Delay Relay Socket 

CABINET ASSEMBLY 

Ventilating Fan 

n59 Input Filtor Capacitor, 8 mfd,, 

a'6O Output Filter Capacitor 2 mfd, 

L22 
L23 
L22 L2',3) 

fle8 6 
R87 
R88 
R89 
1B6 - 

s8_ 
-T11 AP105)15 
Tli AP 12001E 

- 

T11 472 -0524 000 
T12 AF-10456K 

.A,C)0458E Input Swinging Choke (BG-1J) 
AC,1057E Output Smoothing, (BG-10, 
C-1919.9101 Filter Choke Ass Ay (BC-500K; BC-250L) 

Fan Dropping Resistor, 500 ohm . 

Fan Dropping Resistor2 750 ohm 
Bleeder ResisorL100K ohM 

st.745'17.13_5- .C10- 

DoorInterl Switch - 

Deor_Interloo.Switch 
Power Tr6.nsf*mer (BC-1J) 
Power Transfomer (3C-500K) 
Power Transfdrmer (BC-250L)834 8755 001 
Reittifier Filament Transformer 

Meter Termini Board 
Control Panel Terminal Board 
Modulation Monitor Terminal Board 

TB4 
TR5 
TBlv 

V21 
1/22 

7 .7) 

n 

nu-, b., u- 4./ 

Rectifier Tube, 8008 
Rectifier Tube, 8008 

Rectifier Socket 
Rectifier Socket 

BC-1 J/BC-500K/BC- 2 50L 
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PF IH11: I, r M 1- Gil 

This inforrnation, of a general nabsre, will Le rcognized by- as standard fundamental electrordc inforrna-tion. Frequently,- when tiroblerns exist, one or 1 the well known fundamentals may have been cverloOked. The following information therefore, is a check list and/or a suggestion list. You will quickly note it al ies to iinney types installations, -i;ha fund--mentels foe which arc all basically the same-. 

COMPUTING EFFIGEENCY. The transmitter efficiency detenemines its satisfactor-y operation. If it is inider -efficient, it vill consume excess primary power, will work all components harder an tube life will be shorter. If it is over-efficient, it -probabl),- indicates either an error in a computation such as tower resistance measurements or an error in a meter. To measure efficiency ni an AM transmitter, multiply the plate voltage by the plate current of the final radio frequency power amplifier. For example, if plate vOltage, \vas 2500 volts and plate .eurrent was 550 'MA, ',Ve have: 

2500 
550 
nùr, 

The above means 'that 1375 watts are bein g. placed into tne raclie ;rag-aerie] amplifier. If this poveer amplifier is producing 1000 watts into the antenna, it would then indicate an efficiency of 73°/.., or 
1000 e 71% 
1375 

Z. TRANSMITTER EFFICIENCIES. There arc -;a.vo types of radio frequency power amplifiers. (1) High Level and (2) linear amplifiers. Normal efficiency of a high transmitter ranges from 65 to 77% for trans- I-Miters of powers up to and including 1000 watts and 72 to 82% for transmitters having powers of 5000 iatts to 10,000 watts. For linear amplifiers with no -modulation, the normal efficiency at any power is approximately 30% - It is important to note that in a linear amplifier the efficiency increases under modulation, therefore when defining normal efficiency- it nil:n:1; be defined without modulation. 
NOTE Variations in efficiency such as a range of 65 to 77% are expressed for reasons of: (a) transienitter used wiih directional antenna, which would reduce efficiency, (h) slight but not out of -tolerance meter error, and (c) possible mismatch to transniission line having slightly higher than normal standing wave -ratio. 

II th, efficiencies are within the ranges expressed, however, the installation could be considered sacs factory and of course the higher the efficiency, the beites:,. 

3. COMPUTING POWER OUTPUT. Power output is computed ,either into the radiating antenna or a known dummy antenna. In either case, the resistance measurements are known. Your consulting enginee-r dil measure your antenna tower and give you the resistance measurement. In most Gates built AM trans - millers an inbuilt dummy antenna is provided, having a resistance measurement of 50 ohms. The formula 'R is employed. I = The current reading cf your antenna meter at the tower or the meter to the dummy antenna. R = The resistance measurement of the tower or the dummy antenna. If the resistance measure ruent is 50 ohms and your antenna current was 4.5 amperes, then I2R develops this result: 4.5 x 4.5 = 20.25. 2025 x 50 (the antenna resistance) = 1012.5 watts. In the foregoing you have determined that you have a direct power output reading of 1012.5 watts if your antenna current is 4.5 amperes into a 50 ohm antenna. 

4. CORRECTING LOW EFFICIENCY. Basically a broadcast transmitter by inherent design can not produce low efficiency unless, of course, it is incorrectly tuned, os the matching load to the transmitter, which is the transmission line and antenna, is incorrect. Here the use of the dummy antenna of known resistance is of great value. Light bulbs or improvised dummy antennas are of little value in computing efficiency. By using the formula in Paragraph 3 above, it is easy to determine how efficient the transmitter is operating when it is not connected to the antenna or transmission I;ine. If the efficiency proves satisfactory into the dummy antenna, then any inefficiency is probably in the ,:iatela of the -transmitter to the radiating anterma and its associated tuning unit and transmission line. 
If the efficiency of the transmitter is to into the duminy antenna, check the plate volt meter and power amplifier current meter to be sure they are accurate. In rare cases they are damaged in transit. This checking can be done with another known meter such as a good quality voltohnimeter, being very careful as the voltages are lethal. 
Another cause cf low efficiency is a defecti--e-e11-17 If you siispect this die best way is to borrow one from a nearby station. It does not have to b -the exact same range as you are only interested in a comparative reading. Here an error of only .2 of an ampere can make a large difference in the efficiency. Using Paragraph 3 above, again you will note a meter reading example cf 4.5 amperes was used to give us 
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1012.5 watts output. 111 -this rne.ter 
snerte A.- being off only- 0.1 amperes , 
11teO0 vfatts desired power output. 
should be accurate but he,re again 
be sure. 

had -read 4nil amperes, the output would have been 9O8 watts. s1.1 watts of error or loss was determined, which is nearly 5'7, of the Most radio frequency ammeters are very carefully line cke d and on a sensitive item, transportation roughage can affect it and there:fore. 

5, ACING. The power developed in the transmitter must go somewhere a-ad of course to -the antenna. When 
it is sidetracke.d, frequently arcing ,develops. Low effiaiency and arcing will often go together as all trans mitters are very well insulated against arcing. Its presence would indicate one of several things: 

Improper tuning of antenna coupler. --- Standing wave ratios on the transmission line, usually indicated by a different current reading at each end of the line. --- Improper ground return from the ground radials to the transmitter. --- Incorrect resistance measurements to the tower. --- Improper neutralization where it is required. --- An intermittent connection such as a loose connection in the tuning unit, a loose connection in the transmission line, poor brazing of the ground system and infrequently a grounded tower light wire. 
6 TUNINC.1 ANTENNA COUPLR .rour consultant will be of inva31ia asaiL:tee-,e, in tiania.:; i. ;..:k a 1-ae_He ei:egizir,:-/ 'bridge at the same Lime he measures :y-our tower. It will be money well spent. Where this is not possible and a bridge is not available, then the standard cut and try procedures must be followed. 'A:11e desired result, of course, is the greatest antenna current without in- creasing the power input to the transmitter to obtain this increased arrtenna current. 
7, STANDING 'WAVES. This is commonly called VSWR and high standing :,),aves are caused by improper impedance nna.tch between the output of the -transmitter to the transmission line and/or the output of the transmission line to the; antenna coupler and its antenna. The result will nearly always be inefficiency as it reduces the power transfer between the transmitter and the antenna. High standing waves may also be caused by a poor or no ground to the outer shield of the transmission line. This line should be grounded to the r.,Yround radials at the towez and to the transmitter at the opposite end of the transmission line. The only exception to this might be with a directional system but in all instances the outer shield of the trans mission line must be grounded securely. 
8. IMPROPER GROUND. In an AM transmitter we place at least 120 ground radials into the ground but some- times fail to connect them securely to the transmitter. In file simplest forrn, the antenna and the ground can be likened to the two wires of an electric light circuit. One is as important as the other. Where the 

broadcast trans' mitter. 
ground radials are bonded together at the tower, we suggest extending a 2`' copper strap directly to the ground of the DO NOT attach one of the outer radials closest to the transmitter L,6 your ground system. Don't forget to ground the cabinets of the antenna coupling unit and the tower lighting chokes, and again the outer shield of the transmission line. 

INCORRECT TOWER MEASUREMENTS, Your consulting engineer is provided with expensive and accurate measuring equipnient for tower resistance measurements. His measurements will be accurate, It would be extremely rare to find an incorrect tower measurement by a capable consulting engineer. It has hap- pened, however, and we include this paragraph only to point out that if all else fails for proper transmitter performance, rechecking of the tower measurements would not be amiss Several years ago one of the world's leading consultants measured a tower incorrectly and quickly admitted it. The cause was simply one of his measuring instruments falling out of his car unbeknownst to him and upsetting the calibration of his equipment. 

FUSE BLOWING. It seldom happens: ifr the fuses are of adequate size. If it does happen, the first thing is to determine that the fuses are not overloaded. Usually overloaded fuses caused by a long period of over load of an hour or more have blackened fuse clips. Remember a very hot day and borderline fuses are trouble-makers. Also don't forget to compute the window fan, the well pump, the air-conditioner, or other items that are foolers as to power consumption. 
If fuses are of adequate size and continue to blow, here are a few helpful hints: 

If your transmitter has mercury vapor rectifiers, it is a cold morning and the heat in your building has goen down overnight, the mercury will likely cool at the bottom of the rectifier tubes and when high voltage is applied, cause an arc back. In such a condition, you ara fortunate in blowing the fuses as an arc back can often destroy a filter re.ac1or or power -trans former. You can correct this condition by keeping clequate heat in the transmitter building or at least adjacent to the menri-ry vapor rectifier tubes. A light bulb placed near the rectifier tubes, 
- d operate in cold weather when the transmitter is off, is helpful 

9. 

Dirt or scum is an evil with many results and fuse b. ov e s is one of them. A good maintenance program] 
On new transmitters, look for cable abrasions. Sorn possible for a wire to rub against a metal support an This is unlikely but with such a serious problem as .1 for everything. 

B 

-.wing caused by are - 
.events this. 

Airries in transit it is 
d wear off the insulation. 
uses blowing, you look 
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I f by the time you have -found the, -LI: 0 U. '',/ou have blown a nurnber of fuses, 
rioav- investigate your fuse bodt to he sure the clips are clean and not charred, 
if they are charred, fuse blowing will continue anyway and it will b necessary 
to replace -Lhe clips that hold the, fuses. 

11, Ult,TEl1PLAINED OUTAGES, This tine puzzles the best oil them. A transmitLer .that goes off We air for 
no reason and can be turned back on by pushing the start button lerings the query, What caused that? 
If this happens very infrequently, Pt is orcibarbly caused by a panwer line dip, a jump across the arc gap 
at the tower base, or other normal -things -diat activate he -protective relays in the .Lransrnitter as they 
should. 

2_ 

Your trarisrinitter always looks like the offender. It is the device -with meters and it is the device +hat 
complains or quits if there is a fail-are anywhere in the entire systern. An open or short circnit in a 
transmission line only reacts at the transmitter. A faulty insulator in an antenna guy wire or a had 
connection in the tuning unit or ground system reacts only at the transmitter. Here again the dummy- 
antenna is of great value. If these unexplained outages do not appear in operating into a dummy antenna, 
then you rceust look elsewhere for the problem. It is always well in -remember that the -transmission line 
tuning units and associated connections, including the tower chokes, are somewhat like the drive shaft 
between the automobile motor and the rear wheels. If the drive shalt fails, it does not mean that the 
motor is defective. 

Instead, e tart finorn, the beginning. If the tran. 
-eilestion becomes "Where is; the trouble?"' 
antenna coupler, then disconnect the ardonna 
the -transmission line and repeat -Lhe te-st. If 
Lae transmission line. If not, reconnect it to 
output of the coupling unit. lids is u-hown 

'e5 setsccke.ry on tine duni ITITy a necoc , than the 
if a transmission line donnects the -transmitter to the 
aoupier and a dummy antenna at the, far end of 
you noticed the outage at this point, then the trouble is in 
the antenna conpler unit and put the dummy antenna at the 
step by step eheciging to locate problenais, 

The same process is used in -trouble-shooting the -teansmittee, In checking voltages, you start with the 
oscillator and go through to the power amplifier and with the ii-rst audio stage to the final audio stae. 
Other outage conditions not affecting -the transmitter aina listed 'below for your checking: 

Under certain conditions especially at higher altitudes, the guy insulators 
will arc, usually caused b-y static conditions. This eilt nearly always cauce 
an outage as it changes the antenna characteristics. This is hard to find as 
it is hard to see. Use of field glasses at night is the best way. If it happens, 
the insulator should be shunted with a :resistor. Write our Engir3.cering Eepart- 
merit for advice, giving full antenna detail when -writing. 

At times ti ,e arc gap at the base of the tower is set too close or has accumulated 
dirt. This causes an nee Lo ground under high modulation. 

A crack in the tower base insulator is cn,r calikeig but it should be inspected 
and keeping the base insulator clean is necessary. A low xesistance path at 
this point is highly undesirable. 

Look at the tower chokes. Though they aee husky, they are in a inalinerable 
position for lightning. You might ling a nharred point -dial is causing the 
trouble. 

Shunt fed towers ,or those with no baSc. Msu,tator are usually more sensitive 
to static bursts than series fed towers. The best method is to try and make 
the feed line to the tower equal the impe,1iance Of the transmission line. Talk 
to your consultant about this. 

One side of the tower lighting circuit shorted to the tower itself, either 
permanently or intermittently, can causa trouble even though the lights may 
function perfectly. 

13. OTHER OUTAGES. If the transmitter is the offender, suen as acting improperly on a dummy antenna, the 
process of elimination by starting at the first and following through is preferred, unless of course the 
cause is actually known. The following may be helpful: 

(FALL OUT) The transmitter turns off at high rnedulation. Possibly the 
overload relay is set too sensitive. The isransinnitter may not be properly 
neutralized where neutralization is re,;,nreel. 

(H,A_RD TO MODULATE ) Cause. can be elti-icrr improper ii-fip:,:dance match 
betive.en ti..ansmitter and the transmission line or low grid drive to the final 
power amplifier. Consult the instruction book for correct grid drive. The 
correct match of the transmitter to load is covered in the instruction book. 
Usually an antenna current meter that does not -rnove up freely with modulation 
indicates- a misrnatch between the trans-mitter and its loading equipment. 

(BAD REGULATION) The size of the primar-y lines 'between the neater box 
and the transmitter is extremely important. If they are too small, bad regula- 
tion will exist. In some instances -the -pOWC.'1" line has bad regulation too. This 
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may caused by a too small pole transformer, ova of ,_ie power lines in 
the entire neighborhood, or insufficient line cal it.y between die pole t:rr.,,S - 

former and the trans-r_nitter building, In some instances voltage regulators, 
if employed, must be inspected. for good wave form and good regulation. The 
best way to check regulation is to check the primary sire voltage when the 
transmitter is not modulating. Then modulate the transmitter with a constant 
tone to I00%; and rote the change, if any, i the primary voltage between zero 
and full modulation. If the change was substantial, then investigate the reason 
and correct it. 

14, SHORT TUBE LIFE. It is usually not the fault of the tubes. Instea: 
See Paragraphs î and 2 on Efficiency. 

caused by overloading the tubes. 

15. POOR QUALITY. The reasons for poor transmission quality could be many as between the microphone or 
transcription turntable and the transmitter there are many items of equipment. In a listening test, it 
would seem foolish to even suggest that a poor stylus on a transcription turntable could be the cause but 
as we are discussing elementary things, let's check it. Every station must take proof of performance 
measurements. Proof of performance equipment should he owned by each radio station as it is difficult 
to keep a radio station in top performance through the years' without one. With this equipment, each major 
equipment 'item may be checked for frequency response, noise and distortion, to determine good or bad. 

The Oates SA13 i of , slo-°manco package, listed in all Gates catalogs and quality- where it exists. proof o.: ; 

sell' g for ry -1-,r ex `_!tz.... 

These .tens could 'cause poor quality: 

A poor na rophor }.e, don't forget those that are d. upped on the floor 
are seldom reported. 

Radio frequency leakage or a small amount of RF getting into other 
equipment such as the limiting amplifier, audio cables, and the speech 
input equipment, which car. be corrected by proper grounding and shielding. 

Lack of grounding in important places of the system and in some instances 
actually use of too many grounds. The common ground is usually preferred 
to grounding both ends of audio cables and other similar shielded circuits. 

The use of too ,small a ground. Cabinets of equipment, speech input consoles, 
etc., should be grounded ._th copper strap, particularly if they ey are closely- 
associated vviththe -transmitter. 

Do not run RE cables, such as frequency a_ 
the same conduit as audio cables, 

modulation monitor cables, in 

Do not run a high level audio circui.t in the sariaç conduit or cable pact are as 
a low level circuit. For example, do not run a :Loudspeaker 'rin,: in tare same 
cable package as a microphone. 

Watch overloading. Most equipment is -ed for roinirourn input and ma;cU.n m 
output levels. Do not e _ceed these. Sornetirnes they are exceeded unknowingly,. 
so check again. 

Review any short -,cuts or throwing of precaution to the wind that might have 
existed in trying to get the equipment on the air fast. The answer here, of 
course, is don't take short -cuts. 

16. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. Few of us would fly in commercial airplanes if we felt that planes were 
not carefully checked and subject to a most rigid regular maintenance program. We even check our auto- 
mobile tires before taking a long trip. The wife cleans to prevent moths, In broadcasting equipment, 
preventive maintenance is mandatory. Most offages can be eliminated before they happen by maintaining 
a regular weekly maintenance program, which should take from two to six hours a week, depending upon 
the size of the station_. This maintenance program should include: 

Complete cleaning. Dirt is the first cause of all trouble. 

Clean air filters as heat is the number two cause of all problems. 
With the advent of unattended operation, commonly known as remote 
control, often the locked building has also locked cut regular maintenance. 
Beep the transmitter and its associated building as clean as if you were 
in it 18 hours a day. Keep windows closed in the suznrner months and 
provide ventilation by filtered suction and exhaust fans, 

Air exhaust. Exhausting hot air is vitally important as cool air is a 
trouble -free transmitter and long lasting tubes. 

D 
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Tube cl-recking. Check tubes at least rnoathly and it is just as easy to 
do it each week during the periodic maintenance prcgrarn. Certain tubes 
will become gaseous if left 0o the spare tube shelf too long. This type of 
tube should be rotated into the transmitter to prevent an emergency change 
to the spare tube, only to find it blowing cut bee.sause of a gaseous condition. 

Oiling. If the transmitter has bloivers, ail theo as required, but do not 
over-oil. Some -types of turntables .eequire oiling the. 1fla 0 

Relay contacts. Burnish the contacts with ai approved burnishing tool. 
This should be done about every six to eight weeks. 

Other preventive ideas. Clean tniyilig attenuators if they are not the sealed 
type, with carbon -tetrachloride, about once monthly. Every station should 
have a small suction -type cleaner. Even your wife's Hoover with the suction 
attachments will do an excellent job of pulling dust from the inside of the 
hard to get corners of a transmitter. Take a leaf from the Navy book which 
says everything must at all times be sparkling clean or what is know as ship- 
shape, 

eeei,e7f,0 z;(e2t_ilf--.0.glEi T. eo nave a fnainionance _ 

Do not be asharned to tell your Manager about this because he will recognirie that proper maintensoice 1s 
saving money and not spending money. As a mini n-ninn, ,Tou should have thi s. equipmenb 

Dummy antenna (frequently supplied in Gates tran,,,,,mitters). 

Proof of performance equipment, which includes an audio oscillator, 
distortion meter, gain set; and RE pickup coil or rectifier,known as 
-the Gates SA131 proof of performance package. 

A good grade of voltohmter. 
A spare antenna current meter. 

.An inexpensive oscilloscope. 

All of the above will cost less than $1000.00 and will pay for itself many times through the 7./ears, 

TI-E2 CHIEF ENGINEER. He has the job of keeping everybody happy - listene.rs, Manager, and stocleireheers. 
When -trouble conies, he is under pressure. He will do his best to correct the problorn as fast as hd 
It is well to remember that electronic equipment has many circuits and many avenues of travel. .Wbere 
problems are known, the solution is usually quick. Where the problem must be found, the solution will 
take time. It is well to remember that if equipment did not need maintenance it would not need a Chief 
Engineer. The greatest service he renders is the insistence on a regular preventive maintenance bro- 
gram, which he knows will prevent most problems. if the 'unusual problem does arrive, causing al- out- 
age, everyone in the broadcasting should be understanding and tolerant as the problem can be sot 'eh 
quickest by not breathing, over the Chief Engineer's shoulder. 

19. GATES ASSISTANCE TO HELP. Gates sincerely believes Lhat the best 'iype of assistance it can render 
the technical personnel in the radio broadcasting industry is in providing full cooperation, day or night, in 
solving any problem no matter how small. Gates technical people recognize that sometimes the biggest 
problem is solved in the most simple manner. This is part of electronics and never is fun poked at a 
simple solution because this is the happiest kind. lt is only by asking questions of any calibre, simple 
or complex, of Gates people and mutually working together that the finest degree of broadcast program- 
ming is possible in your broadcasting station and the industry. 

Service avenues. Unless the problem is of an emergency nature, Gates suggests that you write to the 
Gates Service Department about problems that you are experiencing. If you have a problem that can not 
wait, call the Gates Service Department during daylight hours at Area Code 217, 222-8202. Gates day- 
light hours are from 8 A.M. to 5 P.M., Monday thru Friday, Central Standard Time or Central Daylight 
Time, depending upon the period of the year. Gates nighttime service can be obtained by calling Area 
Code 217, 222-8202. 

GATES RADIO COMPANY - QUINCY, ILLINOIS 
A DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTVPE CORPORATION 
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